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Insurtech will lead to more change in the insurance industry in

the next ten to fifteen years than it has seen in the centuries

since Edward Lloyd set up his coffee shop near the wharves

in London in 1688 and began coordinating the writing of

policies to cover ocean-going vessels.

Paul Carroll, Editor-in-Chief at Insurance Thought Leadership 
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Volume and value of insurtech deals increased in 2014-2017

Number of insurtech

deals

Value of insurtech funding 

(US$bn)

Accenture (2018), ‘Fearless innovation: insurtech as the catalyst for change within insurance fear’. 
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Quarterly Insurtech Funding Volume

WillisTowersWatson (2018), ‘Quarterly InsurTech Briefing Q1 2018’, May 2018. 
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The World's Top Insurtech Companies by Website Traffic, September 2017

Rank Insurtech Country Traffic Per Month

1. Zhong An China >304k

2. Lemonade USA 304k

3. Metromile USA 283k

4. Bought By Many UK 243k

5. Oscar USA 213k

6. Huize China >178k <213k

7. Insureon USA 178k

8. Friendsurance Germany >138k <177k

9. Simplesurance Germany >138k <177k

10. Sonnet Canada >138k <177k

11. isure Canada >138k <177k

12. Insure The Box UK 138k

13. League Canada >51k <138k

14. Health Sherpa USA 51k

15. Inshared Netherlands <51k

16. Jetty USA <51k

17. CoverWallet USA <51k

18. Clover Health USA <51k

19. Cuvva UK <51k

20. Insly Estonia <51k

https://www.zhongan.com/
https://lemonade.com/
https://www.metromile.com/
https://boughtbymany.com/
https://www.hioscar.com/
http://www.huize.com/
http://www.insureon.com/
https://www.friendsurance.de/
https://www.schutzklick.de/
https://www.sonnet.ca/
https://www.isure.ca/
https://www.insurethebox.com/
https://league.com/
https://www.healthsherpa.com/
https://www.inshared.nl/
https://www.jetty.com/
https://www.coverwallet.com/
https://www.cloverhealth.com/
https://www.cuvva.com/
https://www.insly.com/
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Heading East

Accenture (2018), ‘Fearless innovation: insurtech as the catalyst for change within insurance fear’. 
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Insurtech geography
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UK insurtech companies
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Pay-as-you-go insurance

Cuvva, Zego, UK

Pay when you do Insurance during 

working hours

Coverage through the 

app

Uber – AON, U.S.

Uber – AXA, France

Uber – Intact, Canada

Lyft – Aviva, Canada

BlaBlaCar – Axa, France

Clutch – U.S.
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Stages of insurtech development in China

1. Since 2001 when large national insurers CPIC, Taikang and

PICC started to offer traditional insurance products through

online platforms and mobile channels.

2. Since 2011 when the China Insurance Regulatory Commission

issued regulations concerning the insurance operations of

online intermediaries which resulted in the share of online

premiums of intermediaries rising to 7.6% in 2016 from 0.2% in

2011

The first online insurance company ZhongAn held an IPO in

September 2017 raising USD 1.5 bn which made it the world

largest insurtech.
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Alcohol and chicken
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Insurtech in Russia

The volume of insurance premiums collected online on the Russian market, 

2012-2017

- increase in the number of insurers selling online insurance policies due to

their binding obligation to provide for online sales of compulsory TPL

insurance;

- expansion of the range of insurance products sold online;

- increase in the share of partner Internet insurance sales;

- further expansion of online claim settlements procedures.

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Premiums, USD 

million
1 656 1 671 2 795 3 158 5 502 32 021

Growth, % - 1 67 13 74 482
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Insurance accelerator

Fintech Lab (the first Russian hub for fintech

start-ups) organized an insurance

accelerator in 2017. Insurtech Lab 2017 is a

12 week project (December 2017-March

2018) launched with support of the prominent

insurance partners of the accelerator – Alfa

Insurance, VTB Insurance and D2 Insurance.
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Projects under the Insurtech Lab 2017 program

Project Main idea

Adaperio
service for collecting information about cars and their owners, used by

insurance companies for motor insurance underwriting.

Aura 

Devices

developer of the wearable device which defines body composition, water

level, measures blood count and physical activity of the insured person.

DataFuel

service that increases the accuracy of insurance scoring through defining

risk proneness and scrupulousness of a person based on the data of

social networks and machine learning.

Gero

biotechnology company, a developer of technology enabling to evaluate

personal risks of mortality and health, life expectancy on basis of a

number of biological signals.

Insurion

P2P platform where some users can buy insurance against delayed

flights, and other users may cover their risks with their own money and

make money on it.

Thewaay advisory assistance service for clients of insurance companies.

Kalkul.ru application for inspection of cars and other insurance objects.

Medo

medical insurance broker helping to select the program of voluntary

medical insurance, providing telemedicine and legal support to insured

persons.
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Many people want the government to protect

the consumer. A much more urgent problem is

to protect the consumer from the government.

Milton Friedman
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Challenges of regulation

On the one hand, the USA continuously work on providing favourable conditions for insurtech. The National

Association of Insurance Commissioners has set up Innovation and Technology Task Force for studying and

analyzing approaches towards regulation of insurtech and other relevant technology issues such as cyber risks

and data security.

On the other hand, insurance regulation is, by federal statute, the purview of the states. New technologies are

aimed at the expansion of people involved which may make it more difficult to manage the regulation on the

state level and perhaps, in the long term it will become necessary to strengthen the federal control. The Dodd–

Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank”) adopted in 2010 implied increasing

involvement of the federal government in insurance regulation. Nonetheless Congress and President Trump

have already taken action to eliminate certain non-insurance portions of Dodd–Frank, therefore the chances of

adoption of any acts that may impinge on traditional powers of the states are rather low.

American insurtech companies providing medical insurance have to go through numerous procedures to get

approvals from suvervision authorities of the states in order to be able to start negotiations with local hospitals.

The U.S.
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Challenges of regulation

The UK

Britain’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) announced the creation of launching a

regulatory sandbox enabling businesses to test out new products and services in an

environment that is exempt from standard regulations. Such initiative allows the FCA

to correct its regulatory requirements (if necessary) to better adapt to new business

models. Moreover, the FCA has signed agreements on cooperation with supervision

authorities of Australia, Singapore and South Korea to promote the UK as a fintech

hub.
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Challenges of regulation

China

China still lacks a coordinated policy on fintech innovations and there is a substantial

difference in regulative restrictions for existing and new insurtech products due to

inconsistency between the procedures of provinces and the state. While new products

(e.g. shipping return insurance and one-time accident and liability insurance) can be

launched quickly after filing with CIRC, mature products (e.g. auto insurance) are

subject to regulation of the provincial and the national supervision authorities and are

unlikely to disrupt in the short term.
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Challenges of regulation

Russia

- The state program Digital Economy, approved in July 2017 covers such

areas as regulation, education and human resources, cyber security,

research and IT infrastructure.

- In autumn 2017 projects on enhancing the workforce potential were

launched on the basis of prestigious universities.

- In April 2018 the Central Bank of Russia announced the launch of the

regulatory sandbox, which welcomes all entities that develop or use

innovative services whose implementation requires regulatory changes.

- low level of insurance culture;

- less-than-prompt enhancement of the legal regulation;

- absence of single standards for increasing efficiency of online channels of

insurance companies and thus fraud prevention
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Insurtech can be an invaluable catalyst for innovation
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Sometimes we stare so long at a door that is

closing that we see too late the one that is open.

Alexander Graham Bell



Thank you!
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